LESSON: Comparing texts

RUG BY MEDIA

THEME: Rugby media

LEVEL

EdRugby Online Educational Resource
Lower secondary

DESCRIPTION:
Students compare a range of texts. They explore the form, language features,
structure, context, purpose and audience.
An ideal preparation for this lesson is to have completed the following in:
Views of Rugby 1 and 2
Short story 1 and 2
Match reports 1 and 2
Comic strip 1 and 2.

OUTCOMES
This lesson contributes to the achievement of the following unit outcomes:

English
With teacher guidance, identifies and discusses how linguistic structures
and features work to shape readers’ and viewers’ understanding of texts.
Draws on knowledge and linguistic structures and features to explain how
texts are constructed.

SUGGESTED TIME:
50 minutes

WHAT YOU NEED:
– class copies of student handouts (at the end of this lesson plan)
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Lesson: Comparing texts

PART 1: COMPARING TEXTS

RUG BY MEDIA

a. Distribute Student handouts – Photograph, Short story, Comic strip and
Match report. Re-introduce the four texts to the class. Ask students to discuss
which are visual texts, which are literary texts and which are factual texts.
One text is a combination of literary and visual.
b. Allow some time for students to discuss their responses to the four texts
and whether they liked them or found them interesting.

PART 2: CONTEXT, PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE
a. Ask students to study Student handout – Photograph.
Discuss the context of the photograph with the class. The discussion could
include the process the photograph went through from the time the photographer
took it until the time it appeared in a newspaper. Also discuss the purpose
and audience.
b. Ask students to consider the context, purpose and audience of the remaining
three texts. Some suggested questions include:
How was each text produced?
Who was involved in its production?
What was the writer/illustrator/photographer’s purpose in producing the
text?
Who was the intended audience for the text?
c. Distribute Student handout – Context, purpose and audience. Ask students
to complete the table.

PART 3: FORM, FEATURES AND STRUCTURE
a. Distribute Student handout – Form, features and structure. Ask students to
re-examine the structure of the photograph. Students may find it helpful to
hold the photograph at arm’s length and half close their eyes as they examine
it. This action should allow them to see the main parts of the image.
Discuss the features of the photograph.
b. Ask students to consider the features and structures of the three remaining
texts. Discuss how the features and structure of each form relate to its context,
purpose and audience (how and why it was produced). Complete the table:
Form, features and structure.
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PART 4: REPORTING ON THE TEXTS

RUG BY MEDIA

a. Organise students into small groups. Ask each group to discuss and write a
short report about some of the different sporting texts they have read or viewed
either in this lesson or elsewhere. Students can write about two or more
texts, either written or visual. Their report should be no more than one page.
Ask students to refer to the forms, structures and features of their chosen
texts and comment on why the texts have been constructed this way, ie
relate them to their context, purpose and audience.
b. Each group should discuss the similarities and differences in the texts. The texts
are all sports related but all reflect different aspects of the game of Rugby.
For instance, they may notice that:
– all the texts in this lesson relate to Rugby matches, some real and some
fictitious
– the short story, Love of the Game, and the comic strip, Shortie Saves the
Day, have a similar theme, narrative structure and some similar language
features
– the photograph and the Match report both try to capture the feeling of a
real match
– the photograph and the comic strip both represent a match visually but the
comic strip relies on written text to get its message across.
c. Ask students to comment on how successful they think the texts are, how well
they fulfil their purpose and reach their audience. Students can mention their
personal response to the texts they are discussing.

PART 5: REFLECTION
Reflect on how reading, listening or viewing texts about teams in international
competitions contributes to national identity. Discuss the process a journalist,
photographer, writer or illustrator may go through in researching and constructing
a story, photograph or other text.

PART 6: EXTENSION
Examine other newspaper stories and notice any similarities or differences
in the language features.
Find other forms of writing in the print media and see if you can determine
the context, purpose and audience.
Find other texts in the print media. Explore the form, features and structure.
Find a range of media reports about the same issue. How are they
different? How are they similar?
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RUG BY MEDIA

STUDENT HANDOUT PHOTOGRAPH

BRISBANE – JUNE 15: Nick Stiles and Tai McIsaac of Queensland pack down
for a scrum during the Rugby Union match between the Queensland Reds and
Samoa at Ballymore Stadium on June 15, 2003 in Brisbane, Australia.
(Photo by Jonathon Wood/Getty Images)
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STUDENT HANDOUT SHORT STORY

RUG BY MEDIA

Love of the Game
Buzz, Buzzzzz. The alarm bell shrieked its message. It was 5 o’clock in the
morning and freezing. The middle of winter. Up and at em! Yuk! Rose was
starting to hate all the training sessions – she hadn’t played in a big match
yet. Someone bigger was always chosen. She wanted to play in Saturday’s
final, not sit on the benches again as a reserve.
This was Rose’s last chance to play in Grantley’s team. At the end year she’d
be eleven and off to High School. After training Coach would choose the final
line-up for Saturday’s game between Grantley and Windhover Primary, the last
game for the season.
Coach put them though their paces. It was a tiring session – the ground was
hard and slippery as they pounded up and down the field. But being part of a
team and working on something together was the best thing in the world. She
loved Joala, Joey and the rest of the team. They were like family and they
helped her to keep training. She wanted to play because it was her time. She
was good enough.
Decision time! The coach pinned up the team for Saturday’s game. Rose
hopes soared when she saw her name, then fell. She was a reserve again.
The rest of the week flew by and suddenly it was Saturday. Rose tried to be
positive as she dressed for the match. At the pre match pep talk Coach said,
‘The Windhover backs are big, but size isn’t everything! You lot have team
spirit by the bucket loads and plenty of ticker.’ Rose agreed.
Coach smiled at her and said she might be in luck. One of their star players
had come down with the measles and another was feeling off colour. She
would be the first reserved called.
The game got off to a good start for her team when Joey scored a try. But the
sides were evenly matched and soon it was five points all. By half time Rose’s
hopes of playing were starting to fade.
In the second half Windover scored a second try but missed the goal. Grantley
was now losing. With only five minutes to go, Joey, their fastest player collided
with a Windhover player and hurt his ankle. This was Rose’s big chance. She’d
do her best for Joey and the team.
The Windover flanker made a forward pass but the ref was on the case. It was
a scrum and only four minutes to go. The ball was passed along the backline
and Grantley’s outside centre, Joala, had the ball. He made good ground and
Rose kept pace easily. But Windhover’s backs thundered towards him. Joala
was blocked. Just before they tackled, he punted the ball to midfield over the
opposing backs. It was high and Rose jumped for it. Yes! It was hers and she
flew towards the line, scoring under the cross-bar.
The scores were even as Joala kicked for goal. He kept his cool and the ball
sailed over the posts. Yes! Their team had done it. They’d won by two points.
Rugby was tops.
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RUG BY MEDIA

STUDENT HANDOUT COMIC STRIP
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STUDENT HANDOUT MATCH REPORT
Australia a step closer to semifinals

RUG BY MEDIA

The Australia Under 21 Rugby team is a step closer to the World Cup semifinals
after beating Italy 24-5 in Henley yesterday.
The young Wallabies had to grind out a hard fought win over the physical Italians
but they managed to score four tries to take a maximum of five points from the
game to move to 10 points from two matches.
Left wing Peter Hynes scored twice while replacement fullback Chris Siale and
right wing Elia Tuqiri added tries in a workman-like, rather than emphatic,
performance by Australia.
It sets up Australia for Saturday’s final pool match showdown with New Zealand,
which had to rely on a last minute penalty to beat France 26-23 at Iffley Road.
Italy played aggressively and spoilt at the breakdown and tried to physically harass
the Australians. It resulted in a spate of yellow cards with Hynes earning the first
in the 12th minute and Italian centre Fabio Ghidini the second after 14 minutes.
Italy was reduced to 13-men when lock Antonio Pavanello and five-eighth Pino
Patelli were binned for continuous foul play.
Australia took full advantage with the numerical supremacy, Elia Tuqiri cantering
over the tryline in the 33rd minute before Hynes went in for his first four minutes
later.
Australia had a 17-0 half time lead after replacement fullback Chris Siale had
crossed the Italian goalline in the 26th minute.
The game failed to reach any great heights in the second half either with the
Italians refusing to yield in the face of superior possession by Australia.
The Italians received two more yellow cards in the opening ten minutes of the
second half for repeatedly killing the ball.
“They were certainly round and about at the breakdown and killed the ball a lot,”
coach Laurie Fisher said in an Australian Rugby Union statement.
“But to be fair they defended well and we played really poorly. I think though that
getting this kind of performance out of the way before the New Zealand game
isn’t a bad thing. It wouldn’t necessarily been good to go into the game against
New Zealand on the back of a 60 point win.”
Two minutes into added time Australia scored the fourth try, which gave them a
valuable bonus point.
Hynes was on hand to receive the last pass in a patient build-up that highlighted
Australia’s focus under pressure.

AAP Sydney Morning Herald & ARU Rugby Australia website rugby.com.au.
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This series of images has been
produced by a professional
illustrator who combined hand
and computer drawing to
create the comic strip. The
comic shows the last two
minutes of an imaginary
football game.
The comic is intended to be
one of a series of comics that
teaches sporting values. It was
created in July, 2003.
This is meant to carry the
message that sport is fun and
teaches young players to value
qualities such as teamwork.

School students

The photographer hoped it
would be chosen to appear in
the sports section of a
newspaper.

Mainly adult readers of
newspapers and sports
magazines.
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Shortie saves the day

The photograph captures a
moment in a football match
and shows the players
concentrating on the scrum. It
was taken in the Queensland
Reds vs Samoa Match, June
2003. The photographer, a
professional, took hundreds of
shots that day. Publishers
selected the best ones. They
cropped the image to make it
more dramatic.

Love of the Game
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Photograph of scrum

Match report

RUG BY MEDIA
STUDENT HANDOUT CONTEXT, PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE
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The comic focuses on Shortie
and the team. It is made up of
a series of eight frames, long
views of the game. The written
word is important to the
progression of the story.
Simple, direct language is
used in both the narration and
the speech. Colloquial speech is
used by players and spectators.
The comic strip has the
structure of a narrative or
story with orientation, a series
of complications, a climax,
resolution and coda.

This colour photograph is a
medium close-up. The player’s
body is tense and his half-open
hand signifies a readiness to
move and act. The arm over
his player’s back seems to be
supporting him. The lack of
any expression highlights his
concentration on the ball and
his readiness to move.

The image is dominated by the
head and shoulders of the
front player who is facing left.
His figure is reinforced by the
player next to him. The
contrast in their skin colours
reinforces the shape and
movement of the image. The
arm over his back appears to
balance the shot. He seems like
he is about to move forward.
The jumper is red, the state’s
and team’s colours.
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Shortie saves the day

A colour comic strip

Love of the Game

A colour photograph
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Photograph of scrum

Match report

RUG BY MEDIA
STUDENT HANDOUT FORM, FEATURES AND STRUCTURE
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